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Prurigo nodularis (PN) is a chronic, pruritic, inflammatory skin disease

characterized by hyperkeratotic nodules on the trunk and extremities.

While there is growing research on the immunological basis of PN, the

neuropathic and structural components of PN lesions are unknown. This

study examines the inflammatory, neuropathic, and structural pathways

in PN compared to atopic dermatitis (AD) using RNA-sequencing of the

lesional and non-lesional skin tissue of PN and AD patients, as well as

immunohistochemistry analysis of nerve growth factor (NGF), a neurotrophic

factor that regulates nerve development. Transcriptomic analysis of skin

biopsies revealed that compared to lesional AD skin, lesional PN skin

had significantly increased expression of NGF, matrix metalloproteinases,

OSM, MCEMP1, IL1α, IL1β, CXCL2, CXCL5, CXCL8, and insulin-like growth

factors in PN compared to AD, and decreased expression of CCL13, CCL26,

EPHB1, and collagens (COL4/6). Gene set enrichment analysis demonstrated

higher enrichment of keratinization, cornified envelope, myelin sheath,

TGF-beta signaling, extracellular matrix disassembly, metalloendopeptidase

activity, and neurotrophin-TRK receptor signaling pathways in PN. On

immunohistochemistry, PN lesions demonstrated higher dermal NGF

expression compared to AD. We present novel findings demonstrating
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increased neurotrophic and extracellular matrix remodeling signatures in PN

compared to AD, possibly explaining the morphological differences in their

lesions. These signatures may therefore be important components of the PN

pathogenesis and may serve as therapeutic targets.

KEYWORDS

prurigo nodularis, atopic dermatitis, pruritus, transcriptome, immune, nerve growth
factor, neuropathic

Introduction

Prurigo nodularis (PN) is a chronic, inflammatory skin
disease characterized by hyperkeratotic and pruritic nodules
on the extensor surfaces and trunk (1). PN patients often
suffer from significant impairment to quality of life and
have substantial comorbidity burden, including higher risks of
having diabetes, cardiovascular disease, infectious disease, and
neuropsychiatric diseases (2). Furthermore, PN is a particularly
challenging skin condition to treat, for there are currently no
FDA-approved therapies (1). Therefore, identification of disease
biomarkers can aid in the future management of PN.

Though PN features both inflammatory and neuropathic
dysregulation, the exact pathogenesis of PN is not yet well
described. PN shares several inflammatory features with
atopic dermatitis (AD), including cutaneous upregulation of
interleukin (IL)-4R and Th22 transcriptomic signatures (3, 4).
However, while PN may be associated with other inflammatory
skin conditions such as AD, many patients present with PN
alone or with other dermatologic findings, demonstrating the
distinct etiologies of the two diseases.

In particular, the role of nerve growth factor (NGF), a
neurotrophic growth factor which regulates nerve development,
has not been previously examined in PN in relation to
AD. Furthermore, chronic inflammation in skin diseases
has been linked to extracellular modulators such as matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs), which have a pathological role
in enabling immune cells to enter and exit inflamed skin
(5). However, the dysregulation of MMPs in PN pathogenesis
has received little attention. Therefore, we hypothesized
that direct comparison of the cutaneous transcriptomes and
immunohistochemical distribution of NGF in PN and AD
patients would provide insight into the unique inflammatory
and neuropathic mechanisms of PN.

Methods

RNA sequencing was performed on skin punch biopsies
from lesional and non-lesional areas of PN and AD patients
with moderate-to-severe pruritus, in order to directly compare

specific neuroimmune differences between the two conditions.
Lesional and non-lesional skin biopsies were collected from
13 PN patients and 6 AD patients, as well as the healthy
skin of 19 controls matched by age (±10 years), sex (male,
female), and race (African American, White, and other race),
using the same methodology previously employed by our
group (3, 4). Lesional biopsies were collected from the most
pruritic nodules, and non-lesional biopsies were collected from
normal skin at least 10 cm from the lesion biopsy. Total
RNA was extracted from skin tissue, and the KAPA Stranded
mRNA-Seq Kit (Roche) was used to prepare RNA-seq libraries.
RNA sequencing was performed on the Illumina NovaSeq
6000 sequencer (Illumina) and the data was processed and
trimmed using the fastp toolkit (6). Reads were mapped to
the GRCh38v93 version of the human transcriptome using
the STAR RNA-seq alignment tool (7) and the resulting
gene counts were compiled using the FeatureCounts tool (8).
Data normalization and differentially expressed gene (DEG)
calculations were conducted using DESeq2 (Bioconductor).
DEGs were defined as genes with a log2-fold change <−1.5
or >1.5. The false discovery rate (FDR) was calculated
to control for multiple hypothesis testing. Pathway-level
comparisons were performed using gene set enrichment analysis
(GSEA) (9).

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining for NGF was
performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded sections on
PN and AD samples (n = 8 each) and non-lesional samples
(n = 3 each) matched by age (±10 years), sex (male, female),
and race (African American, White, and other race). Epitope
retrieval was performed using Ventana Ultra CC1 buffer
(catalog# 6414575001, Roche). Anti-NGF (1:500 dilution;
catalog# ab52918, Abcam) primary antibody was applied and
detected using an anti-rabbit HQ detection system (catalog#
7017936001 and 7017812001, Roche) followed by ChromoMap
DAB IHC detection kit (catalog# 5266645001, Roche) and
counterstaining with Mayer’s hematoxylin. Quantitative analysis
of the percentage of NGF-positive cells was performed using
QuPath. Normality was analyzed using a Shapiro–Wilk test,
and an unpaired T-test was performed for normally distributed
data sets and a Mann–Whitney U test was performed for
non-normal data sets.
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FIGURE 1

Clinical images of prurigo nodularis and atopic dermatitis lesions. (A) Prurigo nodularis patient with fibrotic and hyperkeratotic lesions on the
abdomen. (B) Atopic dermatitis patient with lichenified lesions on the abdomen.

Results

Transcriptome analysis was performed on a total of 38
lesional and non-lesional skin biopsies from 13 PN (mean
age 54.8 ± 14.2 years, 84.6% female, and 76.9% African
American) and 6 AD (mean age 55.2 ± 15.8 years, 83.3%
female, and 100.0% African American) patients and was
compared to the cutaneous transcriptome of 19 matched
controls (Supplementary Table 1). Representative clinical
pictures of PN and AD lesions are shown in Figure 1. RNA
sequencing revealed 1,396 DEGs between lesional PN and AD
skin (PN/AD L), 42 DEGs between non-lesional PN and AD
skin (PN/AD NL), and 6 DEGs in common between PN/AD
L and PN/AD NL (Figures 2A–C). The number of DEGs in
the skin of PN and AD patients compared to controls are
shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Comparing lesional PN
skin to lesional AD skin and control skin, the significantly
upregulated DEGs in PN included matrix metalloproteinases
(MMP1, MMP3, MMP10, MMP13), OSM, NGF, IL1α, IL1β,
CXCL2, CXCL8, and insulin-like growth factors (IGFL2, IGFL3)
(Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure 1B). Importantly,
these genes were not significantly upregulated in AD lesions
compared to controls (Supplementary Figure 1C), indicating
that these genes are uniquely upregulated in PN. Significantly
downregulated DEGs in PN lesions compared to AD lesions
included CCL13, CCL26, EPHB1, and collagens (COL4/6).
Comparing non-lesional skin in PN and AD, PN skin showed
significant upregulation of keratin-family genes (KRT/KRTAP)
(Figure 2E). Similarly, these genes were not significantly
upregulated in AD non-lesional skin compared to controls
(Supplementary Figure 1F), affirming the unique expression of
these genes in the non-lesional skin of PN.

Gene set enrichment analysis of lesional PN and AD skin
revealed that PN lesions had higher enrichment of pathways
including keratinization [normalized enrichment score (NES)

2.55, FDR < 10−5], cornified envelope (NES 2.41, FDR < 10−5),
myelin sheath (NES 2.17, FDR 5.12 × 10−4), TGF-beta signaling
(NES 2.09, FDR 0.001), extracellular matrix disassembly (NES
1.97, FDR 0.004), metalloendopeptidase activity (NES 1.90, FDR
0.008), and neurotrophin-TRK receptor signaling (NES 1.68,
FDR 0.033) (Figure 3A). GSEA of non-lesional PN and AD skin
revealed that PN had higher enrichment of pathways including
keratin filament (NES 3.16, FDR < 10−5), extracellular structure
organization (NES 3.40, FDR < 10−5), extracellular matrix
disassembly (NES 2.07, FDR 0.01), and angiogenesis (NES 1.99,
FDR 0.023) compared to AD (Figure 3B).

Immunohistochemical quantification of NGF expression
in matched PN and AD patients (Supplementary Table 2)
corroborated the RNA sequencing findings of hyperkeratosis
in PN lesions compared to AD lesions (Figures 4A–D) and
further revealed that PN lesional samples had higher dermal
NGF expression than AD lesional samples (6.89 vs. 2.51%
positive cells, p = 0.038) (Figures 4E–F). In non-lesional PN
samples, there was greater epidermal compared to dermal NGF
expression (16.93 vs. 0.87% positive cells, p = 0.014).

Discussion

This study revealed significant enrichment of extracellular
matrix remodeling and neurotrophic signatures in PN
compared to AD. NGF in the skin is crucial for the survival
and regeneration of damaged cutaneous sensory nerves,
and transcriptomic and immunohistochemical analysis
demonstrated greater NGF expression in PN lesional dermal
skin compared to AD. Prior studies have found decreased
intraepidermal nerve fiber density, hypertrophy of papillary
dermal nerves, altered Schwann cell morphology, and increased
numbers of NGF-positive papillary dermal nerve fibers in PN
skin compared to controls (10–15). These changes have been
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FIGURE 2

Transcriptomic comparisons of prurigo nodularis (PN) and atopic dermatitis (AD) skin. (A) Heatmap of gene expression for differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) between PN lesional vs. AD lesional samples, where red is higher expression and blue is lower expression. (B) Heatmap
of gene expression for differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between PN non-lesional vs. AD non-lesional samples, where red is higher
expression and blue is lower expression. (C) Venn diagram of DEGs for PN lesional and AD lesional samples compared to PN non-lesional and
AD non-lesional samples. (D) PN lesional vs. AD lesional volcano plot. (E) PN non-lesional vs. AD non-lesional volcano plot.

implicated in the development of chronic itch. While we found
that NGF expression in the PN epidermis is comparable to that
in AD epidermis, we additionally found that NGF upregulation
is more pronounced in dermal PN than in dermal AD lesions.
Transcriptomic analysis also revealed dysregulation in other
neurotrophic modulators such as insulin-like growth factors
(IGF/IGFL), IL-1β, and ephrin receptor B1 (EPHB1). These
results suggest that PN patients experience greater degrees
of cutaneous neural dysregulation compared to AD. This is
consistent with prior reports that PN is strongly associated

with peripheral neuropathies, and that treatments commonly
used to treat neuropathic pain have been shown to benefit
patients with PN, suggesting a role for neural dysregulation in
its pathogenesis (16).

Furthermore, neural dysregulation in PN can be potentiated
by alterations in the extracellular matrix. We found that PN
lesions had decreased collagen VI and increased oncostatin M
(OSM) and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) compared to
AD lesions. Studies have shown that lack of collagen VI, which
is necessary for maintaining nerve function and regeneration,
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FIGURE 3

Gene set enrichment analysis of dysregulated genetic pathways in prurigo nodularis (PN) and atopic dermatitis (AD) skin. (A) Gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) for selected significant immune pathways in PN lesional vs. AD lesional skin. (B) GSEA for selected significant
immune pathways in PN non-lesional vs. AD non-lesional skin. FC, fold change; FDR, false discovery rate p-values; NES, normalized enrichment
score.

FIGURE 4

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of nerve growth factor (NGF) in prurigo nodularis (PN) and atopic dermatitis (AD) skin. (A–D)
Representative NGF IHC staining in PN lesional, PN non-lesional, AD lesional, and AD non-lesional skin, respectively. Panels (A,C) 10×. Panels
(B,D) 15×. (E) Quantification of the percentage of NGF-positive cells in lesional PN vs. lesional AD skin. (F) Quantification of the percentage of
NGF-positive cells in non-lesional PN vs. non-lesional AD skin. ∗p < 0.05. The symbol “•” represents the percentage of positive cells for an
individual sample.
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can delay peripheral nerve regeneration (17). OSM, a cytokine
with roles in proliferation or differentiation of hematopoietic
and neuronal cells, can also modulate extracellular matrix
components and maintain chronic inflammation (18, 19). These
findings are concordant with human clinical trials to date
demonstrating that OSM inhibition has greater efficacy in PN
than in AD (20, 21). OSM can also upregulate MMP activity,
which in turn enhances inflammation through degradation of
extracellular structures, enabling immune cells to enter and exit
skin, and activation of cytokines and chemokines (5, 22, 23).
Immunomodulators activated by MMPs include IL-1β, CXCL5,
and CXCL8, whose genes were upregulated in lesional PN skin
and are implicated in inflammation and neuropathies (23–26).
Alterations in extracellular matrix components can therefore
be major contributors to enhanced inflammation, fibrosis, and
neural dysregulation in PN.

Limitations of this study include sample size and patient
recruitment from a single tertiary care center, and therefore our
results are most applicable to this specific patient population.
Nonetheless, we present novel findings demonstrating
dysregulation of neural regeneration and extracellular matrix
remodeling signatures in PN compared to AD patients, possibly
explaining the morphological differences in their lesions.
These findings provide deeper insight into the differences
in pathogenesis between PN and AD and may aid in the
identification of future therapeutic targets. Future studies are
warranted to investigate the levels of neurotrophic factors and
extracellular matrix dysregulation at different clinical stages of
PN and in patients from different demographic populations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Transcriptomic comparisons of prurigo nodularis (PN) and atopic
dermatitis (AD) to matched healthy control skin. (A) Venn diagram of
DEGs for PN lesional vs. control samples, AD lesional vs. control
samples, and PN lesional vs. AD lesional samples. (B) PN lesional vs.
controls volcano plot. (C) AD lesional vs. controls volcano plot. (D) Venn
diagram of DEGs for PN non-lesional vs. control samples, AD
non-lesional vs. control samples, and PN non-lesional vs. AD
non-lesional samples. (E) PN non-lesional vs. controls volcano plot.
(F) AD non-lesional vs. controls volcano plot.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1

Study cohort demographic information for patients recruited for RNA
sequencing analysis.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2

Study cohort demographic information for matched patients recruited
to provide skin samples for immunohistochemistry analysis.
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